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The Federation was keen to expand its reach and 
set up colonies beyond Mars. A project to survey 
outer system planets and moons was initiated. The 
Federation hoped to find suitable locations for new 
outposts.

Admiral Kazak’s ICE team were specially recruited 
to explore the harshest realms of the solar system. 
In such hostile environments the slightest mistake 
could result in tragedy. ICE personnel went through 
rigorous selection and training, in order to survive 
for extended periods in extreme conditions.

One of the team’s earliest missions would show just 
how dangerous exploration could be...



The research vessel Zycon Five circled Titan, Saturn’s largest moon. An exploratory robot 
detail had landed on the giant moon six months earlier. Analysis of hydrocarbon telemetry 
caused great interest among Federation scientists. As a result, a manned mission to 
Titan was underway.

Aboard the Zycon Five, the laboratory was a bustle of activity. 

The ICE team readied their equipment for the first in a series of scientific studies and environ-
mental tests on the moon’s surface.

Commander Bear paused to look over his team. He was a veteran of interplanetary exploration 
and had trained them all. He couldn’t help feeling a moment of trepidation. Although he had 
taught them everything he knew, this was their first off world mission. No amount of training 
could prepare them  for the savage and unpredictable conditions on these untamed worlds.

The others were less experienced. Higson 
and Vengals had both transferred from other 
Federation departments. Vengals from the 
Tranquility Base robotics team and Higson 
from the pilot academy on Pegasus Base. 
Commander Bear had spent the last eight 
months working closely with the three of them 
on the Federation ICE programme, training 
for their first mission in the field. 

With their preparations complete, the team 
took their places on board the Kodiak drop 
ship. 

Looking from face to face, the commander  
sensed their nervousness. He smiled and of-
fered a few words of encouragement.

Lieutenant Compton was a 
gifted astrobiologist and his 
first officer. She had already 
accompanied the command-
er on several missions to 
the least hospitable parts 
of Earth – the Arctic circle, 
the Atacama desert and the 
Detroit impact site. He knew 
she was more than capable 
of taking care of herself.



Susam, nost, saperovid quam facia-
sitatur alit exero beaque lam, quam, 
corro corpos iur, sundae nobitatque 

sunto dolore nimil idus repe ped mag-
nimp erciur, nonseq

After running through the 
final sequence of checks, 
the Kodiak’s pilot sealed the 
aft doors and the drop ship 
disengaged and began its 
descent.

A storm raged, buffeting the ship as it blasted through Titan’s 
dense atmosphere. Landing gear unfurled from its belly, cush-
ioning the impact as the pilot fought against the strong winds 
to bring the ship down safely.

After running through the final sequence of checks, the Ko-
diak’s pilot sealed the aft doors and the drop ship disengaged 
and began its descent.

The team remained in their harnesses, waiting for the all clear 
from the Kodiak’s flight crew. When the storm calmed, they 
unclipped their safety webbing and moved into position.



Vengals clambered into the bulky exo suit (nicknamed TROLL) 
and powered up the systems. Vengals moved the huge, heavy 
arms through the start up sequence. As the Kodiak lowered its 
ramp, freezing snow whipped into the hangar, and each team 
member’s suit quickly compensated for the sudden drop in 
temperature.

Commander Bear checked the team’s instrumentation and vital 
signs on his heads up display, before giving the order to move 
out. Their first task was to check the results from one of the 
mobile analysis chambers that had been set up to study the 
composition of a nearby methane pool.  



The analysis chamber was less than five hundred metres from the landing zone, its snout buried in 
a pool of liquid methane. It had been deployed by a small squad of robots months ago. As the ICE 
team moved closer, a dormant robot activated, bidding them all a friendly welcome.

The team began to spread out around the analysis unit. The exo suit shone its powerful arm-
mounted lights onto the device.



The storm began to pick up again. As Lieutenant Compton made her way around the pool, a sudden 
gust of wind caused her to slip and lose her footing. She stumbled and began to slide down a steep 
ravine. Compton’s training had prepared her for this kind of emergency and she managed to arrest 
her descent using hand axes, coming to rest on a narrow ledge. Having lost visual contact with the rest of the team, Comp-

ton activated her personal distress beacon. She was relieved 
to see her fellow ICE team members gathered at the lip of 
the ravine, far above her. 



Vengals steered the exo suit to the ravine’s edge and attempted to climb down. The vibrations 
from the machine caused several ice sheets to break off and slide directly towards Compton. 
Her precarious hold was almost lost as she dodged the lethal sheets of ice. Unable to proceed 
further without putting Compton in even more danger, the exo suit clambered back up the lip of 
the ravine.

Commander Bear called on the robot to assist. It tried to climb down the ice surface. Slipping, 
it clattered down the steep slope and plunged into the abyss, its flailing limbs narrowly missing 
Compton. She shot a frightened look back up at the team above, then leaned forward tenta-
tively to watch as the robot descended into darkness. For a few seconds, the glow of its optical 
sensor was still visible, then it faded as the machine was swallowed by the abyss.



The exo suit reached down to help the exhausted pair over the lip of the ridge. The storm was wors-
ening again. Once they were on solid ground, Commander Bear ordered an immediate return to the 
drop ship. Time was running out. Even with 

their advanced temperature con-
trolled suits, the team couldn’t 
remain exposed on Titan’s sur-
face for long. They needed to get 
back to the safety of the Kodiak. 
Higson took Commander Bear 
aside and suggested that he 
might try and abseil down to the 
ledge where Compton waited. 
The Commander was reluctant 
to risk another team member 
but he knew Higson was a skilled 
climber and their options were 
limited.

With his safety line tethered to 
the exo suit, Higson carefully 
clambered over the ridge and 
painstakingly made his way down 
towards his stricken comrade. 

After an hour of laborious climbing, Higson reached the 
narrow ledge where Compton waited.  Clipping her body 
harness to his own, Higson signalled for the winch to wind 
them both to safety. 



The ICE team made the journey back to the Ko-
diak as the weather worsened. The storm would 
pass, and the team would resume their duties. 
There was still much to do on this hostile world. 
It would be several weeks before the team could 
begin the next phase of their mission...


